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Integrity Small Cap Value Equity Strategy  
First Quarter 2023 Performance Summary 
 
Commentary Highlights: 

• Positive broad-based security selection resulted in outperformance for the period.  Stock selection in industrials led 
the way.  Financials, health care, communication services, and consumer discretionary also helped. 

• Real estate and utilities were minor detractors.  
• Sector weights were positive as our underweight to financials and our overweight exposure in technology and 

industrials were tailwinds. 
• Cinemark Holdings, Inc (CNK), Coty Inc Cl A (COTY), and O-I Glass Inc (OI) were the three largest contributors. 
• Bank of Hawaii Corp (BOH), Cactus, Inc Cl A (WHD), and Synovus Financial Corp (SNV) were the three largest 

detractors. 
 
Top 5 Holdings – Representative Account 
 

 12/31/2022    3/31/2023  
Ticker Name Weight  Ticker Name Weight 

SSB SouthState Corporation 1.34  MTH Meritage Homes Corporation 1.36 
VLY Valley National Bancorp 1.32  SSB SouthState Corporation 1.24 
UCBI United Community Banks, Inc. 1.23  STAG STAG Industrial, Inc. 1.18 
SNV Synovus Financial Corp. 1.23  CNK Cinemark Holdings, Inc. 1.14 
ABCB Ameris Bancorp 1.12  BDC Belden Inc. 1.12 

 
Comments 
Meritage Homes Corp. (MTH) outperformed to become a top holding. STAG Industrial, Inc. (STAG), Cinemark Holdings, 
Inc. (CNK), and Belden Inc. (BDC) became top five holdings after we increased their weights. Valley National Bancorp 
(VLY) remains a top holding just outside the top five. Underperformance led United Community Banks, Inc. (UCBI) and 
Ameris Bancorp (ABCB) to drop out of the top five. We trimmed our position in Synovus Financial Corp. (SNV). 
 
 
Sector Weights         
Representative Account      

    12/31/2022   O/U 3/31/2023*  O/U  
Communication Services  1.97   -0.89 2.28  -0.76 
Consumer Discretionary  11.84   1.81 12.89  1.64 
Consumer Staples  3.19   0.51 2.69  -0.10 
Energy  5.82   -0.42 6.33  -0.12 
Financials                                                    24.01   -4.81 20.91  -5.38 
Health Care  7.91   -2.54 7.65  -2.21 
Industrials  18.36   5.08 19.02  5.03 
Information Technology  7.43   1.89 8.83  2.95 
Materials  4.49   0.37 4.20  -0.27 
Real Estate  9.30   -1.37 9.77  -1.11 
Utilities  4.32   -0.99 4.17  -0.91 

*GICS sectors reclassified in March 
 
Comments 
Weights in technology, consumer discretionary, and industrials increased, while exposure to financials and consumer staples 
decreased. 
 
Outperformance and adding to some positions led to increased weights in technology and consumer discretionary. We sold 
one technology name and two consumer discretionary names. In technology, we sold Axcelis Technologies, Inc. (ACLS) to 
take profits. Concern about execution risk following the unexpected departure of a recently named CEO of Victoria’s Secret 
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and Pink brands led to the liquidation of Victoria’s Secret & Co. (VSCO). Crocs, Inc. (CROX) was sold to take profits and 
adhere to market capitalization guidelines. 
 
Overall activity in industrials generated a larger weight. Early in the quarter, we bought Ryder System, Inc. (R). It is 
benefitting from companies outsourcing their logistics needs after the supply chain snarls that appeared after the pandemic. 
We purchased Terex Corp. (TEX) as the company has a strong backlog within their aerial work platforms and material 
processing segments which should provide strong earnings visibility. Recent legislation (Infrastructure Investment and Jobs 
Act) also provides another tailwind for the stock. Moog Inc. Cl A (MOG.A), an aerospace, space & defense company, was a 
new addition. Moog Inc. Cl A (MOG.A) trades at a discount to peers and has a newly hired CEO who is focused on 
streamlining the business and improving profitability. Core & Main, Inc. Class A (CNM) is a quality company trading at a 
discount to its main peer despite better margins. The company should benefit from the inflationary environment and 
continued healthy demand for water repair products. We added two building products companies in Gibraltar Industries, Inc. 
(ROCK) and Hayward Holdings, Inc. (HAYW). We purchased Gibraltar Industries, Inc. (ROCK) as we believe that the 
improving supply of solar panels will lead to strengthening growth and positive estimate revisions as its renewables business 
recovers. With Hayward Holdings, Inc. (HAYW), we believe that the nondiscretionary nature of replacement pool products 
will lead to a more stable earnings profile than other industrial peers in the event of a recession. We liquidated a handful of 
positions. CACI International Inc. Class A (CACI) and WESCO International, Inc. (WCC) were sold in order to consolidate 
the number of names in the portfolio. Additionally, as it relates to CACI International Inc. Class A (CACI), we also wanted 
to reduce our exposure to government-funded companies ahead of a potential debt ceiling fight. IAA, Inc. (IAA), Maxar 
Technologies, Inc. (MAXR), and Univar Solutions Inc. (UNVR) were sold after each company agreed to be acquired for a 
premium. We exited Greenbrier Companies, Inc. (GBX) after their new CEO materially reduced guidance and gave no 
confidence that previous financial targets were attainable in the near term due to continued supply chain pressures. Crane 
Holdings Co. (CR) was liquidated as it reached our valuation target ahead of its upcoming split into two companies. Trading 
at its highest valuation in five years, we sold EMCOR Group (EME) as we believe much of the optimism surrounding 
reshoring and infrastructure spending is priced in. We jettisoned Hawaiian Holdings, Inc. (HA) as the company will have 
elevated costs (pilots and aircraft) this year as traffic continues to be muted until Japan removes or relaxes COVID 
restrictions on travelers. 
 
Our weight in financials decreased due to underperformance in banks as the market was worried about deposit outflows and 
overall liquidity. We reduced our overall exposure to banks by selling two positions prior to the liquidity event in March. 
Poor execution by management led to the liquidation of Sandy Spring Bancorp, Inc. (SASR). We exited Wintrust Financial 
Corp. (WTFC) on a full valuation as catalysts have played out. We sold a few other non-bank positions. We exited our 
position in Brighthouse Financial, Inc. (BHF) after it exceeded our price target and we wanted to reduce interest rate 
exposure within our insurance holdings. Horace Mann Educators Corp. (HMN) offered guidance that was well below 
estimates and came on the heels of guidance cuts in 2022. We sold the position, as we have less confidence that management 
will be able to execute its strategy with tangible results near term. Federated Hermes, Inc. Class B (FHI) was sold on a full 
valuation as catalysts have played out. Earlier in the quarter, we added a trio of new companies. Trading at a 30-year low in 
valuation, we added New York Community Bancorp (NYCB). The company’s deal overhang from Flagstar Bancorp (FBC) 
is behind them, and they should benefit as the Fed completes its tightening. We added Kemper Corp. (KMPR) as 
management has aggressively raised prices and recently gained approval from the California insurance regulator, which is the 
largest state by exposure. We bought Dynex Capital, Inc. (DX), a mortgage REIT that has reduced risk in its mortgage 
portfolio and trades at a discount to book value. It also has an attractive dividend yield of 10%. 
 
Our consumer staples weight was lowered with the sale of United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI) after the company issued 
guidance well below expectations.  
 
Permian Resources Corp. Cl A (PR) and Altas Energy Solutions Inc. Cl A (AESI) are new names within energy. Permian 
Resources Corp. Cl A (PR) offers peer-leading organic oil growth and leverage to higher oil prices backed by a deep 
inventory at a reasonable valuation. The company is focused on the Permian Basin and provides us with additional basin 
diversification outside of our other basins. Atlas Energy Solutions, Inc. Class A (AESI) is the lowest-cost producer of in-
basin sand proppant in the Permian Basin. Catalysts for the purchase include a continued need for traditional fossil fuels and 
the construction of conveyor belt and distribution facilities that should increase margins and decrease the risk of accidents in 
the surrounding communities. We funded the purchase of Atlas Energy Solutions, Inc. Class A (AESI) by liquidating Cactus, 
Inc. Class A (WHD). Scorpio Tankers Inc. (STNG) was sold, with proceeds deployed to fund other opportunities. We exited 
CONSOL Energy Inc. (CEIX) as mild weather across the globe, coupled with stranded gas due to liquified natural gas (LNG) 
facility downtime, have led to the collapse in natural gas prices. As coal trades as a proxy for natural gas, the company was 
negatively affected. We sold the position and deployed proceeds into companies with more oilfield service exposure. 
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Strong absolute and relative performance resulted in an increased weight in communication services. Two names were 
eliminated. We sold Marcus Corp. (MCS) to reduce the number of holdings in the portfolio and used proceeds to consolidate 
theater positions into Cinemark Holdings, Inc. (CNK). Gray Television, Inc. (GTN) was liquidated as we exited broadcasters. 
We were concerned that net retransmission growth may be more challenging going forward. The balance of power appears to 
be shifting back to the networks as they prioritize content on their own streaming platforms. 
 
Our weight in materials decreased. Sylvamo Corp. (SLVM) was liquidated as the company had re-rated positively toward our 
target free cash flow yield; we believe earnings are peaking as paper imports into the U.S. accelerate. We sold Avient Corp. 
(AVNT) to consolidate the number of positions in the portfolio. We also had concern about future results after the company 
missed quarterly results. We exited Advansix Inc. (ASIX) as fundamentals in nylon and fertilizer markets are weakening. 
Ecovyst Inc. (ECVT) and Century Aluminum Co. (CENX) are new holdings. We bought Ecovyst Inc. (ECVT) as we believe 
that shares should re-rate higher as the private equity sponsor overhang is greatly reduced and the company should see 
continued demand for its catalyst products. We added Century Aluminum Co. (CENX) as we believe aluminum prices have 
bottomed following destocking and will likely rise as Chinese smelters struggle with power curtailments. 
 
We sold NuVasive, Inc. (NUVA), which led to a lower weight within health care. NuVasive, Inc. (NUVA) agreed to be 
acquired by Globus Medical Inc. Cl A (GMED) in an all-stock transaction. The go-shop period had ended with no additional 
interested buyers, while the acquisition shares, GMED, continue to come under pressure after the announced deal and equity 
dilution. 
 
The sale of Black Hills Corp. (BKH) led to a modest reduction in weight within utilities. A disappointing earnings outlook 
and slower projected growth relative to peers led to the sale of Black Hills Corp. (BKH). 
 
In real estate, Sunstone Hotel Investors, Inc. (SHO) was eliminated to take gains and fund other opportunities. 
 
 
Top Contributors/Detractors (Quarter ended 3/31/2023) – Representative Account 
Contribution to Return Relative to Benchmark 
 

 Best    Worst  
Ticker Name Total 

Effect  
 Ticker Name Total 

Effect 
CNK Cinemark Holdings, Inc. +0.40  BOH Bank of Hawaii Corp. -0.28 
COTY Coty Inc. Class A +0.29  WHD Cactus, Inc. Class A -0.21 
OI O-I Glass Inc. +0.27  SNV Synovus Financial Corp. -0.19 
FORM FormFactor, Inc. +0.26  ABCB Ameris Bancorp -0.18 
SAIA Saia, Inc. +0.24  PPBI Pacific Premier Bancorp, Inc. -0.18 

Comments 
Bank of Hawaii Corp. (BOH) underperformed as it has a higher percentage of securities in its portfolio. Cactus, Inc. Class A 
(WHD) pulled back with the rest of the energy group during the first quarter despite posting a strong 2022 fourth quarter. 
Banks such as Synovus Financial Corp. (SNV), Ameris Bancorp (ABCB), and Pacific Premier Bancorp, Inc. (PPBI) 
underperformed the market as worries about deposit outflows and liquidity dominated. 
 
Attribution – Representative Account 
Q1 2023 
Positive broad-based security selection resulted in outperformance for the period. Stock selection in industrials led the way. 
Financials, health care, communication services, and consumer discretionary also helped. Real estate and utilities were minor 
detractors. Sector weights were positive, as our underweight to financials and our overweight exposure in technology and 
industrials were tailwinds.  
 
Saia, Inc. (SAIA) and FTI Consulting, Inc. (FCN) were the top contributors within industrials. Saia, Inc. (SAIA), up 30%, 
reversed underperformance from last year. Monthly tonnage growth that is viewed as bottoming in the first quarter helped. 
FTI Consulting, Inc. (FCN) rallied as concerns about the banking crisis sparked investor interest in the company’s 
bankruptcy and restructuring exposure.  
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In financials, our underweight to banks was the largest source of positive contribution. Banks underperformed the market as 
worries about deposit outflows and liquidity dominated. Our lower exposure to banks helped offset some of the lagging 
banks that we owned. Bank of Hawaii Corp. (BOH) underperformed as it has a higher percentage of securities in its portfolio. 
Synovus Financial Corp. (SNV), Ameris Bancorp (ABCB), and Pacific Premier Bancorp, Inc. (PPBI) also detracted.  
 
Tenet Healthcare Corp. (THC) was a top highlight within health care. Rebounding hospital volumes, an easing of labor 
shortages, and an increase in agency labor led to an improving operating environment. Lower exposure to health care, 
primarily biotech, generated 50 basis points of outperformance. LivaNova Plc (LIVN) hurt performance. The company 
announced that it ended its heart failure trial on disappointing efficacy. Investors were disappointed that the RECOVER study 
did not achieve positive interim results. 
 
Cinemark Holdings, Inc. (CNK), up 71%, was the largest contributor within communication services. A couple of analyst 
upgrades, better-than-expected box office results, and news reports that Apple may spend $1B annually on theatrical content 
boosted Cinemark Holdings, Inc. (CNK) shares. Lions Gate Entertainment Corp. Class B (LGF.B) also helped as shares 
rallied on an earnings beat and solid theatrical results from their latest John Wick film.  
 
Meritage Homes Corp. (MTH), Bloomin’ Brands, Inc. (BLMN), and PVH Corp. (PVH) spurred outperformance in consumer 
discretionary. Better-than-feared earnings and positive commentary on recent demand lifted shares of homebuilders such as 
Meritage Homes Corp. (MTH). Restaurants like Bloomin’ Brands, Inc. (BLMN) benefitted from better-than-expected 
demand. PVH Corp.’s (PVH) earning and guidance bested analysts’ expectations, reflecting progress on the company’s 
turnaround plan.  
 
Security selection in real estate and utilities slightly detracted. Hudson Pacific Properties, Inc. (HPP) lagged on escalated 
concerns over office real estate as stress in the banking system may foreshadow a recession. In utilities, Black Hills Corp. 
(BKH) underperformed after missing estimates and lowering 2023 and 2024 guidance. Higher natural gas prices and demand 
volatility, inflationary pressures and higher interest rates drove the weakness in their guidance. We exited the position.  
 
FormFactor, Inc. (FORM) and Axcelis Technologies, Inc. (ACLS) were standouts in technology. FormFactor, Inc. (FORM) 
printed a beat-and-raise quarter as they benefitted from restructuring activities and the ability to ship more product than 
expected to domestic Chinese customers. A positive earnings preannouncement as well as excitement around their silicon 
carbide opportunity boosted shares of Axcelis Technologies, Inc. (ACLS).  
 
Highlights in materials included O-I Glass Inc. (OI) and ATI Inc. (ATI). O-I Glass Inc. (OI) reported strong earnings and 
subsequently raised its initial 1Q23 guidance intra-quarter on stronger-than-expected pricing gains. ATI Inc. (ATI) 
outperformed after providing upside 2023 guidance and raising its long-term revenue growth projections as new program 
wins are driving share gains.  
 
Coty Inc. Class A (COTY) was a notable positive contributor in consumer staples. Strong demand for beauty products led 
Coty Inc. Class A (COTY) to post a beat-and-raise quarter. The company also increased guidance later in the period. United 
Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI) limited performance as management slashed guidance on higher input costs and lower margins. 
We exited the position.  
 
Performance in energy was a small positive but had a couple of detractors. Cactus, Inc. Class A (WHD) pulled back with the 
rest of the oil services group during the first quarter despite posting strong fourth quarter 2022 results. CONSOL Energy Inc. 
(CEIX) underperformed as natural gas prices have been hit hard due to a combination of high storage levels, warm weather, 
and reduced export capacity. We sold both positions. 
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Outlook 
 
Where do we go from here? 
This isn’t where we intended to be 
We had it all, you believed in me 
I believed in you. 
Certainties disappear 
What do we do for our dream to survive? 
How do we keep our passions alive 
As we used to do?  
– Evita 
 
These lyrics from the musical Evita encapsulate the message from the stock market to the Federal Reserve. It has been a 
tumultuous month. In the U.S., two large banks failed (Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank) and another is closing its 
doors (Silvergate). In Europe, Credit Suisse was forced into the arms of UBS at a fire sale price. We’ve felt that we have been 
close to the edge of something breaking. We certainly didn’t know what that would be.  
 
Where do we go from here? The market thinks it’s back to zero interest rate policy (ZIRP). We base that opinion on what has 
worked since the failure of Signature Bank. The tech-heavy NASDAQ 100 has had its best month since March 2010. Mega-
cap tech stocks have found new life. Bitcoin (Bloomberg Galaxy Bitcoin Index), a good risk proxy, is up 42%. Most telling is 
the performance of nonprofitable technology. This group is up over 10% since 3/10/23. What needs to happen for 
nonprofitable dreams to survive, to keep the passion alive? The answer: ZIRP. Easy and cheap money is needed to continue 
to flaunt the realities of finance. You need cash flow to survive. If you can’t get that from operations, it needs to come from 
outside sources. Those sources dried up with higher rates. In fact, we believe that was likely what lit the fuse on the Silicon 
Valley Bank failure. 
 
We think it is likely the Federal Reserve will pause rate increases and accept the risk of higher inflation. The issues in the 
banking sector will probably slow the economy, helping the Fed with their mission. However, we don’t see a return to ZIRP. 
ZIRP was an anomaly in the history of interest rates. 
 
Our thesis has been a simple one. Normal interest rates mean a reversion to normal asset class behavior. Smaller companies 
and value have underperformed for a historically long period of time that also coincides with ZIRP. This trend had been 
reversing as rates moved higher. We believe it will continue. The portfolios are not positioned for a return to ZIRP. However, 
we have tried to strike a balance between cyclical and more stable companies in the portfolio. So far, this positioning has 
served us well. We will continue to monitor the market for what we see as the best risk/reward opportunities for our clients, 
while striving to maintain balance relative to the macro environment. 
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INTEGRITY SMALL CAP VALUE EQUITY STRATEGY – REPRESENTATIVE ACCOUNT 
       
TOP 10 ACTIVE OVERWEIGHTS    TOP 10 ACTIVE UNDERWEIGHTS 
       
Ticker Company Name Active Weight      Ticker Company Name Active 

Weight 

CNK Cinemark Holdings, Inc. 1.11  ADC Agree Realty Corporation -0.54 

VC Visteon Corporation 1.08  SIGI Selective Insurance Group, Inc. -0.52 

FCN FTI Consulting, Inc. 1.04  RBC RBC Bearings Incorporated -0.51 

CW Curtiss-Wright Corp. 1.04  TRNO Terreno Realty Corporation -0.47 

THC Tenet Healthcare Corp. 1.03  ASO Academy Sports and Outdoors, Inc. -0.45 

MTH Meritage Homes Corp. 1.00  RHP Ryman Hospitality Properties, Inc. -0.44 

OI O-I Glass Inc. 0.98  NJR New Jersey Resources Corporation -0.43 

PVH PVH Corp. 0.97  APG APi Group Corporation -0.42 

BDC Belden Inc. 0.96  UBSI United Bankshares, Inc. -0.42 

CCS Century Communities, Inc. 0.93  KRG Kite Realty Group Trust -0.41 
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INTEGRITY SMALL CAP VALUE EQUITY STRATEGY – REPRESENTATIVE ACCOUNT 
     
NEW POSITIONS  CLOSED POSITIONS 
     
Ticker Company Name  Ticker Company Name 

AESI Atlas Energy Solutions, Inc. Class A  ACLS Axcelis Technologies, Inc. 
CENX Century Aluminum Company  ASIX Advansix, Inc. 
CNM Core & Main, Inc. Class A  AVNT Avient Corporation 
DX Dynex Capital, Inc.  BHF Brighthouse Financial, Inc. 
ECVT Ecovyst Inc.  BKH Black Hills Corporation 
HAYW Hayward Holdings, Inc.  CACI CACI International Inc. Class A 
KMPR Kemper Corp.  CEIX CONSOL Energy Inc. 
MOG.A Moog Inc. Class A  CR Crane Holdings, Co. 
NYCB New York Community Bancorp, Inc.  CROX Crocs, Inc. 
PR Permian Resources Corporation Class A  EME EMCOR Group, Inc. 
R Ryder System, Inc.  FHI Federated Hermes, Inc. Class B 
ROCK Gibraltar Industries, Inc.  GBX Greenbrier Companies, Inc. 
TEX Terex Corporation  GTN Gray Television, Inc. 
   HA Hawaiian Holdings, Inc. 
   HMN Horace Mann Educators Corporation 
   IAA IAA, Inc. 
   MAXR Maxar Technologies, Inc. 
   MCS Marcus Corporation 
   NUVA NuVasive, Inc. 
   SASR Sandy Spring Bancorp, Inc. 
   SHO Sunstone Hotel Investors, Inc. 
   SLVM Sylvamo Corporation 
   STNG Scorpio Tankers Inc. 
   UNFI United Natural Foods, Inc. 
   UNVR Univar Solutions Inc. 
   VSCO Victoria’s Secret & Company 
   WCC WESCO International, Inc. 
   WHD Cactus, Inc. Class A 
   WTFC Wintrust Financial Corporation 
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Composite Performance (%) 
As of December 31, 2022 
 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized; returns reflect the 
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. 
 
A GIPS® Report is provided at the end of this document. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integrity Small Cap Value Equity strategy focuses on small-cap companies that are currently trading below our estimate of 
intrinsic value and are characterized by improving investor sentiment. 
Index returns are provided to represent the investment environment during the periods shown. Index returns include the 
reinvestment of dividends and capital gains but do not include transaction costs, management fees or other costs. One cannot 
invest directly in an index. 

Information relating to portfolio holdings is based on the representative account in the composite and may vary for other 
accounts in the strategy due to asset size, client guidelines and other factors. The representative account is believed to most 
closely reflect the current portfolio management style.  
The information in this article is based on data obtained from recognized services and sources and is believed to be reliable. 
Any opinions, projections or recommendations in this report are subject to change without notice and are not intended as 
individual investment advice. The securities highlighted, if any, were not intended as individual investment advice. A complete 
list of all holdings for the previous 12 months, each holding’s contribution to the strategy’s performance, and the calculation 
methodology used to determine the holdings’ contribution to performance is available on request. Victory Capital Management 
Inc., and its affiliates, as agents for their clients, and any of its officers or employees, may have a beneficial interest or position 
in any of the securities mentioned, which may be contrary to any opinion or projection expressed in this report. 

Contributors and Detractors Source: FactSet. The top contributors and detractors are presented to illustrate examples of the 
portfolio’s investments and may not be representative of the portfolio’s current or future investments. The percent displayed is 
contribution to return. Holdings are as of quarter end and may change at any time.  

Integrity Asset Management is a Victory Capital Franchise. Advisory services offered by Victory Capital Management Inc., an 
SEC-registered investment adviser. 

V17.055 // 1Q 2023 INTGY Small Cap Val Strategy COM 

 Quarter YTD 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 

Since 
Inception 

(06/30/03) 
Integrity Small Cap Value Equity (Gross) 13.77 -6.67 -6.67 8.88 5.76 10.74 11.28 
Integrity Small Cap Value Equity (Net) 13.49 -7.61 -7.61 7.79 4.71 9.64 10.18 

Russell 2000® Value Index 8.42 -14.48 -14.48 4.70 4.13 8.48 8.38 
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